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1972 Ford Escort - MKI Broadspeed
MKI Broadspeed
Preis
Preis auf Anfrage
Baujahr 1972
Getriebe Schaltgetriebe
Rennwagen Ja
FIA-Papiere Ja
Zahl der Sitze 2
Anzahl der Türen 2
Antrieb Zweirad
Lenkung Links
Innenfarbe Schwarz
Zustand Restauriert
Standort
Kraftstoff Benzin
Außenfarbe Sonstige
Automobiltyp Coupé
Markenfarbe außen Yellow / Red

Beschreibung
In March 1972, Jolly Club (Italy) ordered 2 second-hand FIA group 2 Ford Escort RS1600 to Broadspeed Ltd (UK). By that time, Ralph Broadspeed was considered as the
specialist for Ford Escort race preparation. In the British Saloon Car Championship, John Fitzpatrick was his top driver, dominating Class C and finishing 3rd overall in 1971.
The 2 Escorts arrived just in time for the European Touring Car round at Monza. Martino Finotto was the owner of chassis #ICBA657262 and his car – shared with John
Fitzpatrick - was #36.
The second Escort has been bought by Aldo Valtellina (“"Alval"”). It was chassis #ICBA657263and his car – shared with Girolamo Bertoni – was #37.
This car has a good track record and took part in the famous ETCC and ITCC championships between 1972 and 1974 with Ado Valtellina, also known as ALVAL, behind the wheel
as well as Girolamo and Merzario.
After its glorious days, ICBA657263 has probably been prepared for hillclimb (with a smaller fuel tank, light dashboard and close gear ratios). In the eighties, it has been sold to
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Mr. Cristiano Fissore who asked Giuliano Facetti (the brother of the famous Carlo Facetti) to restore it.
As every good Italian mechanic, Giuliano Facetti took a lot of time to do the work. And finally, Mr Fissore never paid for it. They finally came to an agreement and Giuliano kept
the car for almost 20 years in his workshop. In 2009, he sold it to Roberto Chiavacci.
In January 2016, Gipimotor bought ICBA657263, together with another original Ford Escort mk2 built by Gabriele Terzi in 1979/80 (#terzi08).
We took more than 6 months to trace the history of ICBA657263 before it went under restoration...
The car is now ready to race with a full preparation in Gipimotor workshop, and is eligible for Peter Auto championship, Heritage Touring Cup.
An important file with a lot of period pictures, reports and press reviews is available on request.
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